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Honestly, not much to say. I really liked this game. It's a shorter play time than the others but he same creator but it's as
entertaining.. I definitly recommend the play this game. It has epic script. Easy play.Good challenges. Cruel ending.I hope
creator will make more games in the future. A simple RPG maker game that toys with some interesting concepts that I won't
spoil. Well worth the small amount of time it takes to playthrough. Gameplay mechanics are marred slightly due to a few poorly
explained puzzles, which is the game's challenge, along with trying to piece together the rather touching story through some
interesting concepts. I do wish that the developer improved the game with more features, but I'm still pleasantly suprised at what
came out of RPG maker.. this was an excellent game. it was humorous in it's own little ways and a lot of the stop-motion art
style was amazing.. Take the dream IX is a 2D horror game made with RPG Maker. You play as the girl "gwen" thats about to
go to a festival where she met here true love 1 year ago at the same festival. (She is lesbian so its a girl yes). The girl she is in
love with is called Flora. At the start you search for Flora in your home town but can't find her. Then you go to a cliff with a
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beatifull view where you see here looking at the view. You get in a conversation with her. Eventually she wants to ask you
something and it goes like this. "Gwen this may be a silly question but i want you to answer it seriously". Gwen is like "Sure".
Then she starts with "I.i. was wondering etc. But then out of no where a random ghost/ghoul comes and takes Flora. Your
journey continues where you will find many obstacles and challenges you need to pass to save flora (and minds ;3). -Take a very
good look at the story line because if you look back it all fits togheter beatifull- I kinda hate horror games and I didn't know that
this was one, so troughout playing i got some pretty hard jumpscares. Be warned :D. I love deep story's like this one i only had
the feeling sometimes things weren't really serious and that kinda ed up the deep storyline feeling. I was kinda surprised with the
end tough because you didn't expect it and the game breaks the 4th wall a lot of times which gives enormous minds.. I truly
loved this game :D One of the best, scary funny and challenging! Thank you :D. I didn't really have any expectations of this
game, it met those expectations.. What a really disturbing game. Simply awesome.
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